Information processing is an increasingly important tool for surgical interventions. In computer-assisted surgery and interventional radiology, computer systems present valuable information during procedures which is used to help clinical decision-making at the point of treatment. With the paradigm shift towards minimally invasive surgery, where the surgeon or interventionalist has an inherently restricted view of the operating field, this information has a significant influence on how procedures are performed. In fact, surgical instrumentation and technology is increasing in complexity in order to reduce access trauma while enhancing surgical precision, and as a result, information processing also has a key role in understanding and optimizing interventional training practices, operating workflow, and ergonomics. Bridging the flow of information and the possibilities for inference between training, diagnosis, intervention, and patient followup, is driven by processing, synthesis, and deduction from the wealth of sensing and imaging technologies that are now driving modern treatment options.
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To promote and develop the synergy between the different computer-assisted intervention technologies and capabilities, The 5th International Conference on Information Processing in Computer-Assisted Interventions, IPCAI 2014, was held in Fukuoka, Japan, at the Fukuoka Convention Center on June 28th, 2014. The IPCAI series is a forum for novel technical algorithms and theory, clinical applications, as well as, the hardware and software systems that implement them and their validation. The meeting has a highly cross-disciplinary nature that is critical to developing real solutions to clinically relevant problems, which translate to clinic, improve clinical outcomes, reduce the invasiveness and cost of treatment, and enhance the quality of life postinterventional treatment.
This special issue of IJCARS contains original papers presented at the IPCAI 2014 conference. All presenting authors were invited to submit a revised and extended version of their conference paper, including more methodological detail, further experimental results, and more comprehensive discussion than in the original conference proceedings. All submissions were peer-reviewed by experts form the IPCAI and IJCARS reviewers lists. The accepted papers represent a small but very exciting cross section of the contributions presented at the conference and reflect the breadth of activity currently in the IPCAI and IJCARS community. Given that IPCAI 2014 had only a 50 % accep-tance rate and that the IPCAI papers themselves required significant effort and work, the papers accepted and published in this issue really have great content and potential impact.
